
We are Direct Experts,
You can call us DEX

Together we build impeccable Cloud & IT environments,
prevent security events and protect the most sophisticated systems.



We are a highly skilled and experienced provider of advanced Cloud & IT technologies, supplying comprehensive 

solutions. We supremely specialize in design, implementation, and support of complex Cloud and IT environments, 

and large-scale Datacenters. Our world-class expertise provides The BEST solutions for you.





Providing value with state-of-the-art tailor-made IT solutions to trusted brands.



Why us? - Our unique lays in the quality of our experts who grew within the elite technological
units of the Israeli Army. Our team is highly professional, equipped with proven experience in
variety of advanced technologies and business’ processes. Therefore, our team experts the
ability to spot and deploy integrated solutions in complex environments.

Our Mission - Our mission is to help companies optimize and modernize their computing
environment while also securing their investments. Our priority is to understand our clients’
business foremost, then befit technologies, solutions, and services to their needs – all for
delivering outcomes that are just The BEST!

The BEST Way is Ours - Our team familiarizes with The BEST solutions, strategies, and
technologies to provide you with The BEST services and support you require for achieving your
business goals, but also to maximize your business’ functionality. Our Solution Architects
perform The BEST services while following only The BEST practices declared by the Vendor – we
call it The BEST Way!





Joining our customers’ journey to the Cloud, we design, implement, support, and operate complex,
large-scale Microsoft Cloud Services (Azure & Office365).

Already have a Cloud? We’ve got your back! Driven by the passion to achieve The BEST Cloud
Solutions, our world-class Ninja experts assist businesses build and scale state-of-the-art Cloud
solutions.

Our Cloud Solution Architects provide consultancy, planning, architecture, implementation, and
support of Microsoft Cloud solutions and 3rd party solutions running on Azure. Our experts will
provide your team with The BEST practices and guiding principles to a successful implementation, for
which we will always commence with a DLD that contains a tailor-made Architecture Schematics,
SOW, and TOC.



Our team of Army trained professionals will help you transform processes and information of system
investments into innovative solutions. Our architects, consultants, and support specialists have a wide
and proven experience in design, implementation, and support of complex Datacenters and IT
systems environments. With our professional services, you get our complete support and guidance
for better constructing The BEST technological environment for you, while also solving and avoiding
problems.

Our IT Solution Architects provide consultancy, planning, architecture, implementation, and support
of a wide range of IT and Datacenter solutions. Our experts will provide your team with The BEST
practices and guiding principles to a successful implementation, for which we will always commence
with a DLD that contains a tailor-made Architecture Schematics, SOW, and TOC.



We Believe in Taking Action

With all the newest technologies and solutions for cyber protection, the modern network can still be 

breached, and because of that you need to be aware when you’re under attack. But you also need to 

be able to defense and remediate against it. That’s when we come in - Active Security Intelligence is 

an integral part of your defense strategy for early detecting targeted attacks and reducing their 

impact.

As part of their security intel, businesses require a comprehensive view of all that occurs in the 

business network and resources. For that, businesses need both time & skills to understand the 

different happenings in their technological environment and the outcomes. In DEXCYBER, we define, 

deploy, and deliver high quality solutions to simplify this complex task for you. 



DEXDATA&AI helps you modernize your legacy stack and align it with the latest technologies such as 
Cosmos DB, Azure Modern Data Warehouse, Azure Big Data and Analytics, Azure Synapse, Azure 
Machine Learning, Power BI, and Azure IoT. All for giving you The BEST solutions for your business 
needs – always following The BEST Way!

Today, organizations across the range of industrial verticals want to generalize machine learning and 

AI capabilities to solve complex business problems and increase the value of their products. Using the 

power of advanced analytics, machine learning, and AI, you can derive insights to help optimize 

operations, drive innovation, and deliver value to the company.

Our Cloud Solution Architects provide consultancy, planning, architecture, implementation, and 

support of Microsoft Data, AI, and ML solutions running on Azure. Our experts will provide your team 

with The BEST practices and guiding principles to a successful implementation, for which we will 

always commence with a DLD that contains a tailor-made Architecture Schematics, SOW, and TOC.



As Microsoft’s provider, we supply our customers with Microsoft Cloud Solution Provider Program 
(CSP). The program is designed to provide you with Microsoft’s public Cloud subscriptions such as 
Azure, Office365, and Microsoft’s security solutions. 

But it is more than just a licensing platform; within CSP you get a full managed services package that 
include licensing, support, consultancy, and billing in a flexible module with a monthly invoice directly 
from us - and it’s all included in your monthly Microsoft Cloud consumption!



Info@direct-ex.co.il

+972 73 7274010

Direct-ex.co.il

3 Shalem St, Ramat-Gan, Israel

https://www.linkedin.com/company/direct-experts
https://www.facebook.com/DirectExperts
https://www.instagram.com/direct.experts
https://twitter.com/DirectExperts
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